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Integral to enjoying the delicate treasures found in the flawless lifestyle at Grenadines Estates Villas,

is the physical wellbeing of each member of the household.

Award winning, the unique spa beckons all to ride the funicular to the discreet hillside treatment

areas, or book the over-water palapas to indulge in an extensive menu of hedonistic body therapies.

Visits from an array of international massage therapists may also be arranged in private villas,

to fully maximize on the glowing after-effects experienced.

Personal Spa Health



A drop of heaven fell into the Grenadines, and it’s called Canouan Island. Sugar-sand beaches

and coves encircle this bird-of-paradise-shaped extraordinary island. Even the sunsets are legendary.

Discover uninhabited beaches along the shores. It is possible to walk the entire landmass in a day,

but in The Grenadines Estate most drive slow-moving golf carts, vigilant for resident turtles, iguanas

and spying upon tropical birds.

Stroll the white sand beaches from one end to the other without having to share it with another soul.

The music of the sea, the breeze, and your own heart beat for company. Paradise found!

Sugar-Sand Beaches



Imagine ownership of an elegant villa in a luxurious Caribbean neighborhood, with the world’s finest

amenities and services, where there is no automobile traffic, crime, or crowds. Welcome to a refined experience.

Private homes vary from an array of 4 models or a villa of personal fantasy. Planning, expertise and

craftsmanship exceed even the highest expectations.

Generosity of space allocation provides owners with the utmost comfort and style in which to entertain,

visit, or retreat. Enter a level of style and sophistication in line with ancient traditions of opulence, grandeur

and savoir-faire. Villas are tastefully designed and artfully aligned in consort with personal infinity pools,

majestic terraces, and verdant landscaping, to maximize on the exclusivity and privilege of these ocean-view

residences. The luxury of space and nature combined.

The Villa Collection
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